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Laboratory Report 

Introduction 
Embedded Internet Project consists of four relevant experiments. The aim of this project is to allow 

the students to develop practical knowledge of network web server analysis and error detection in 

data communication. The practical laboratory work is related to the theoretical material which can 

be found in some references. 

Laboratory Results 

Experiment 1 

1. On Paper Simulation 
When you are confident that you have understood the computation, work out the departure time and response 

time of the other customers. 

The calculation obtained by hand is shown in table 1. 

CUSTOMER ARRIVAL TIME SERVICE TIME DEPARTURE TIME RESPONSE TIME 

1 3 5 8 5 

2 7 4 12 5 

3 10 1 13 3 

4 14 5 19 5 

5 15 3 22 7 

6 19 4 26 7 

7 20 4 30 10 

8 22 3 33 11 

Table 1 Queue simulation result 

2. Computer Simulation on a Single Server Queue 
Write a Matlab program to simulate a single server queue (Program 1). 

Matlab code (Program 1): 

n=8; 

arrival_time=[3; 7; 10; 14; 15; 19; 20; 22;]; 

service_time=[5; 4; 1; 5; 3; 4; 4; 3;]; 

  

%initial conditions 

departure_time=zeros(n,1); 

response_time=zeros(n,1); 

  

%condition 1: 

departure_time(1,1) = arrival_time(1,1) + service_time(1,1); 

response_time(1,1) = departure_time(1,1) - arrival_time(1,1); 

  

for i = 2:n 

    %if server is busy 

    if arrival_time(i,1) < departure_time(i-1,1) 

        departure_time(i,1) = departure_time(i-1,1) + service_time(i,1); 

    else 
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        %if server is idle 

        departure_time(i,1) = arrival_time(i,1) + service_time(i,1); 

    end 

     

    response_time(i,1) = departure_time(i,1) - arrival_time(i,1); 

end 

 

When Program1.m is executed, the result will show that it is the same as the calculation done as in 

table 1. 

       

3. Queuing Theory for Single Server Queue 
1. Use this piece of code and the one that you have written before to compute the mean response 
time for these customers (Program 2).  

Matlab code (Program 2): 

function mean_resp_time=Program2(arr_rate,serv_rate) 

  

%setting the default value for calculation in question 1.3 

if nargin<2 

    serv_rate = 30; %average customers rate 

end 

if nargin<1 

    arr_rate = 3;   %average arrival rate 

end 

  

n = 1200; % number of customers 

  

% calculate arrival time for each customer 

arrival_time = cumsum(exp_dist(arr_rate,n)); 

  

% calculate service time for each customer 

service_time = exp_dist(serv_rate,n); 

  

%initial conditions 

departure_time=zeros(n,1); 

response_time=zeros(n,1); 

  

%condition 1: 

departure_time(1,1) = arrival_time(1,1) + service_time(1,1); 

response_time(1,1) = departure_time(1,1) - arrival_time(1,1); 

  

%calculate response time for each customer 

for i = 2:n 

    %if server is busy 

    if arrival_time(i,1) < departure_time(i-1,1) 

        departure_time(i,1) = departure_time(i-1,1) + service_time(i,1); 

    else 

        %if server is idle 

        departure_time(i,1) = arrival_time(i,1) + service_time(i,1); 

    end 

     

    response_time(i,1) = departure_time(i,1) - arrival_time(i,1); 

end 

  

mean_resp_time=mean(response_time); 
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2. Compute the response time predicted by Queueing Theory. Compare it with what you obtain from 
your simulation. The answer should be close to each other (Program 3).  

Matlab code (Program 3): 

function ave_resp_time = Program3(arr_rate,serv_rate) 

  

ave_resp_time = 1/(serv_rate-arr_rate); 

The function Program3.m will produce a constant of 
 

   
 = 0.0370. The average response time 

obtained from Program2.m (which will be different each calculation due to the random numbers 

produced each time) is 0.0369 (as shown below), which is very close to 0.0370. 

 

4. Effect of Arrival Rate 
Plot the following two curves:  

1. Arrival rate (x-axis) versus response time from simulation (y-axis)  

2. Arrival rate (x-axis) versus response time from theory (y-axis)  

What do you observe? 

The results of the arrival rate from simulation and theory can be compared in table 2 and the plot is 

given in figure 1. 

Arrival rate 
Mean Response Time 

Simulation Theory 

5 0.0406 0.0400 

10 0.0454 0.0500 

15 0.0656 0.0667 

20 0.0927 0.1000 

25 0.2076 0.2000 

Table 2 The results of simulation calculated mean response time 

and those based on theory. 

 

Figure 1 A plot of mean response time simulation based and theory based 
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Analysis: Based on the plot, we can see that the simulation resembles the theory calculation. From 

the results we can see the effect of arrival rate to the mean response time: the bigger arrival rate, 

the slower response time the server shows. This is because the service rate is held constant (30 

customers per unit time in this case). 

5. Single Server with Higher Capacity 
1.Repeat the simulation that you have performed in the last section with a server that is twice as 

fast. Vary the customer arrival rate from 5 customers per second to 55 customers per second in steps 

of 5 customers per second. Plot the arrival rate against the estimated response time from simulation. 

Compare it with the results from the last section, what do you observe? (Program 4) 

Matlab code (Program 4): 

arrival_rate_v1=5:5:25; 

arrival_rate_v2=5:5:55; 

serv_rate2=60;  %twice as big as service rate server 1 

  

%calculate both mean response times of the 2 servers 

for i = 1:length(arrival_rate_v1) 

    mean_resp_time1(i)=Program2(arrival_rate_v1(i)); 

end 

  

for i = 1:length(arrival_rate_v2) 

    mean_resp_time2(i)=Program2(arrival_rate_v2(i),serv_rate2); 

end 

  

%Plot the two results 

plot(arrival_rate_v1,mean_resp_time1); 

hold on;plot(arrival_rate_v2,mean_resp_time2,'r'); 

grid on; 

title({'Blue: Server 1';'Red: Server 2'}); 

xlabel('Arrival Rate');ylabel('Mean Response Time'); 

hold off; 

 

The plot of the two results can be seen in figure 2 below.  

 
Figure 2 The mean response time comparison between 2 servers  

with one capacity is twice as big as the other (server 2) 
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Analysis: From the plot we can see that within the range of 5-25 arrival rate, server 2 have 

performed so much better in response time that is at least half the response time of server 1 at the 

same arrival rate. 

2.Repeat the exercise with a server that it is three times faster. Do this for arrival rates from 5 

customers per second to 80 customers per second in steps of 5 customers per second (Program 5). 

Matlab code (Program 5): 

arrival_rate_v1=5:5:25; 

arrival_rate_v2=5:5:55; 

arrival_rate_v3=5:5:80; 

  

serv_rate2=60;  %twice as big as service rate server 1 

serv_rate3=90;  %three folds as big as service rate server 1 

   

%calculate the mean response time of all the 3 servers 

for i = 1:length(arrival_rate_v1) 

    mean_resp_time1(i)=Program2(arrival_rate_v1(i)); 

end 

  

for i = 1:length(arrival_rate_v2) 

    mean_resp_time2(i)=Program2(arrival_rate_v2(i),serv_rate2); 

end 

  

for i = 1:length(arrival_rate_v3) 

    mean_resp_time3(i)=Program2(arrival_rate_v3(i),serv_rate3); 

end 

  

%Plot all the results 

plot(arrival_rate_v1,mean_resp_time1); 

hold on;plot(arrival_rate_v2,mean_resp_time2,'r'); 

hold on;plot(arrival_rate_v3,mean_resp_time3,'g'); 

grid on; 

title({'Blue: Server 1';'Red: Server 2';'Green: Server 3'}); 

xlabel('Arrival Rate');ylabel('Mean Response Time'); 

hold off; 

The plot of the two results can be seen in figure 3 below.  

 
Figure 3 The mean response time comparison between 3 servers  

with capacity of twice and three folds as big as the first (server 3) 

From the plot we can see that within the range of 5-25 arrival rate, server 3 have performed so 

much better in response time than both other servers. At the mean response time between 0.05 and 

0.1 unit time, server 3 can take up to 80 customers per unit time compared to server 1 and server 2 

which only 20 and 55 customers per unit time respectively. 
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Experiment 2 

1. Simulation of a Cluster of Servers with Round-Robin Scheduling 
Matlab code (Program 6): 

function mean_resp_time=Program6() 

arr_rate_v=5:5:80; 

serv_rate=30; 

for k=1:length(arr_rate_v) 

    n = 1200; % number of customers 

     

    % calculate arrival time for each customer 

    arrival_time=cumsum(exp_dist(arr_rate_v(k),n)); 

     

    % calculate service time for each customer 

    service_time=exp_dist(serv_rate,n); 

     

    %==============Each Server Process===================================== 

    %calculate response time for each customer handled y each server 

    for j=1:3 

        %initializations of each customers handled by server j 

        arrival_time_(:,j)=arrival_time(j:3:n); 

        service_time_(:,j)=service_time(j:3:n); 

        %initial conditions 

        departure_time_(:,j)=zeros(length(arrival_time_),1); 

        response_time_(:,j)=zeros(length(arrival_time_),1); 

        departure_time_(:,j) = arrival_time_(1,j) + service_time_(1,j); 

        response_time_(:,j) = departure_time_(1,j) - arrival_time_(1,j); 

         

        for i = 2:length(arrival_time_) 

            %if server j is busy 

            if arrival_time_(i,j) < departure_time_(i-1,j) 

                departure_time_(i,j) = departure_time_(i-1,j) + service_time_(i,j); 

            else 

                %if server j is idle 

                departure_time_(i,j) = arrival_time_(i,j) + service_time_(i,j); 

            end 

             

            response_time_(i,j) = departure_time_(i,j) - arrival_time_(i,j); 

        end 

    end 

mean_resp_time(k)=mean(mean(response_time_));     

end 

 

2. Simulation of a Cluster of Servers with First Available Server Scheduling 
The calculation by hand can be seen in table 3. 

Customer 
Arrival 
Time 

Service 
Time 

Time at which the server will 
next be available after this 

customer has been assigned 
to a server 

Response 
Time 

Server 1 Server 2 Server 3 

1 3 10 13 0 0 10 

2 4 7 13 11 0 7 

3 5 9 13 11 14 9 

4 7 5 13 16 14 9 

5 15 3 18 16 14 3 

6 19 4 18 16 23 4 

7 20 4 18 24 23 4 

8 22 3 25 24 23 3 

Table 3 An example of queue simulation with 3 servers  

using the first available server method 
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Matlab code (Program 7): 

n = 8; % number of customers 

arrival_time=[3; 4; 5; 7; 15; 19; 20; 22]; 

service_time=[10; 7; 9; 5; 3; 4; 4; 3]; 

  

%initialization of idle time(it) for 3 servers 

it=zeros(n,3); 

response_time=zeros(n,1); 

  

%the first 3 customers 

for j=1:3 

    response_time(j,:)=service_time(j,:); 

    if(j==1) 

        it(j,j)=arrival_time(j,:)+service_time(j,:); 

    else 

        it(j,j)=arrival_time(j,:)+service_time(j,:); 

        it(j,:)=it(j-1,:)+it(j,:); 

    end 

end 

  

%the rest of the customers 

for i=4:n 

    %update idle time 

    it(i,:)=it(i,:)+it(i-1,:); 

     

    if(arrival_time(i,:)<min(it(i-1,:)))   %if all server are busy 

        it(i,find(it(i-1,:)==min(it(i-1,:))))=min(it(i-1,:))+service_time(i,:); 

        response_time(i,:)=min(it(i-1,:))-arrival_time(i,:)+service_time(i,:); 

    else 

        %if at least one of them is idle 

        it(i,find(it(i-1,:)==min(it(i-1,:))))=arrival_time(i,:)+service_time(i,:); 

        response_time(i,:)=service_time(i,:); 

    end 

end 

 

When run, the results can be seen below. The results are exactly the same as the calculation by hand 

in table 3 before. 

   

3. Comparing different ways of capacity expansion 
Matlab code (Program 8): 

arrival_rate_v=5:5:80;  %arrival rate vector 

serv_rate=90;   %service rate 

n = 1200; % number of customers 

  

%calculate the mean response time of all the 3 server systems 

for i = 1:length(arrival_rate_v) 

    % calculate arrival time 

    arrival_time=cumsum(exp_dist(arrival_rate_v(i),n)); 

    % calculate service time 

    service_time=exp_dist(serv_rate,n); 

     

    mean_resp_time1(i)=Program2_(n,arrival_time,service_time,arrival_rate_v(i),serv_rate); 

    mean_resp_time2(i)=Program6_(n,arrival_time,service_time,arrival_rate_v(i),serv_rate); 

    mean_resp_time3(i)=Program7_(n,arrival_time,service_time,arrival_rate_v(i),serv_rate); 

end 
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%Plot all the results 

plot(arrival_rate_v,mean_resp_time1); 

hold on;plot(arrival_rate_v,mean_resp_time2,'r'); 

hold on;plot(arrival_rate_v,mean_resp_time3,'g');grid on; 

title({'Blue: Server with capacity 90 customers per second'; 

    'Red: A cluster of 3 servers @30 customers per second (Round Robin)'; 

    'Green: A cluster of 3 servers @30 customers per second (1st Available) '}); 

xlabel('Arrival Rate');ylabel('Mean Response Time');hold off; 

 

To set all three server systems on the common ground, each program is given the same arrival rate 

and service time. The underscore denotes that it is the modified version of each program in order to 

meet this requirement. Each of the modified program can be seen below.  

function mean_resp_time=Program2_(Customers,arrTime,servTime,arr_rate,serv_rate) 

  

n = Customers; % number of customers 

% calculate arrival time for each customer 

arrival_time=arrTime; 

% calculate service time for each customer 

service_time=servTime; 

%initial conditions 

departure_time=zeros(n,1); 

response_time=zeros(n,1); 

%condition 1: 

departure_time(1,1) = arrival_time(1,1) + service_time(1,1); 

response_time(1,1) = departure_time(1,1) - arrival_time(1,1); 

  

%calculate response time for each customer 

for i = 2:n 

    %if server is busy 

    if arrival_time(i,1) < departure_time(i-1,1) 

        departure_time(i,1) = departure_time(i-1,1) + service_time(i,1); 

    else 

        %if server is idle 

        departure_time(i,1) = arrival_time(i,1) + service_time(i,1); 

    end 

     

    response_time(i,1) = departure_time(i,1) - arrival_time(i,1); 

end 

mean_resp_time=mean(response_time); 

 

function mean_resp_time=Program6_(Customers,arrTime,servTime,arr_rate,serv_rate) 

  

n = Customers; % number of customers 

% calculate arrival time for each customer 

arrival_time=arrTime; 

% calculate service time for each customer 

service_time=servTime; 

  

%==============Each Server Process===================================== 

%calculate response time for each customer handled y each server 

for j=1:3 

    %initializations of each customers handled by server j 

    arrival_time_(:,j)=arrival_time(j:3:n); 

    service_time_(:,j)=service_time(j:3:n); 

    %initial conditions 

    departure_time_(:,j)=zeros(length(arrival_time_),1); 

    response_time_(:,j)=zeros(length(arrival_time_),1); 

    departure_time_(:,j) = arrival_time_(1,j) + service_time_(1,j); 

    response_time_(:,j) = departure_time_(1,j) - arrival_time_(1,j); 

     

    for i = 2:length(arrival_time_) 

        %if server j is busy 

        if arrival_time_(i,j) < departure_time_(i-1,j) 

            departure_time_(i,j) = departure_time_(i-1,j) + service_time_(i,j); 

        else 

            %if server j is idle 

            departure_time_(i,j) = arrival_time_(i,j) + service_time_(i,j); 

        end 

        response_time_(i,j) = departure_time_(i,j) - arrival_time_(i,j); 

    end 
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end 

mean_resp_time=mean(mean(response_time_)); 

 
function mean_resp_time=Program7_(Customers,arrTime,servTime,arr_rate,serv_rate) 

  

n = Customers; % number of customers 

% calculate arrival time for each customer 

arrival_time=arrTime; 

% calculate service time for each customer 

service_time=servTime; 

%initialization of idle time(it) for 3 servers 

it=zeros(n,3); 

response_time=zeros(n,1); 

  

%the first 3 customers 

for j=1:3 

    response_time(j,:)=service_time(j,:); 

    if(j==1) 

        it(j,j)=arrival_time(j,:)+service_time(j,:); 

    else 

        it(j,j)=arrival_time(j,:)+service_time(j,:); 

        it(j,:)=it(j-1,:)+it(j,:); 

    end 

end 

  

%the rest of the customers 

for i=4:n 

    %update idle time 

    it(i,:)=it(i,:)+it(i-1,:); 

    if(arrival_time(i,:)<min(it(i-1,:)))   %if all server are busy 

        it(i,find(it(i-1,:)==min(it(i-1,:))))=min(it(i-1,:))+service_time(i,:); 

        response_time(i,:)=min(it(i-1,:))-arrival_time(i,:)+service_time(i,:); 

    else 

        %if at least one of them is idle 

        it(i,find(it(i-1,:)==min(it(i-1,:))))=arrival_time(i,:)+service_time(i,:); 

        response_time(i,:)=service_time(i,:); 

    end 

end 

mean_resp_time=mean(response_time); 

 

The plots for all the server systems can be seen and compared in figure 4 below. 

 
Figure 4 The mean response time comparison for 3 server systems 

Analysis: From figure 4 we can see that the system with bigger capacity (90 customers per second) 

has higher mean response time compared to the other two systems. Therefore we are not going to 

discuss the possibility of choosing the first server as the best option. On the other hand, the two 

clusters of 3 servers also differ in performance. Using first-available-server system proves to perform 

better and more efficiently in handling high arrival rates than round-robin system. This is because in 
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round-robin system, it produces more idle time among servers than first-available-server between 

the execution of present customer and the next customer. For bigger arrival rates than the results 

above, it can be predicted that first-available-server system will perform much better than round-

robin. All in all, the third server will be the best choice in getting the best performance. 

Experiment 3 

Task 1 
Build a binary bit stream generator to create the binary data at the source node. Some 100,000 

samples may be required for the simulation described below. 

Matlab code (bits.m): 

function data=bits(n) 

  

a=rand(1,n); 

data=a>0.4999; 

Task 2 
Framing for error detection algorithms. One-dimensional parity check is one byte based. Two-

dimensional parity check will be 8 byte based and internet checksum will be 8 bytes based 

Matlab code (frame.m): 

function data_framed=frame(data,framing_type) 

  

switch(framing_type) 

    case 0  %frame: 1byte = 7 bits data + 1 bit parity (VRC & LRC) 

        for i=0:(floor(length(data)/7))-1 

            data_framed(i+1,:)=data(7*i+1:7*(i+1)); 

        end 

    case 1  %frame: 1byte = 7 bits data + 1 bit parity (VRC & LRC) 

        for j=1:(floor(length(data)/49))    %divide per 7x7 data 

            for i=0:(floor(length(data)/7))-1 

                data_framed(i+1,:)=data(7*i+1:7*(i+1)); 

            end 

        end 

    case 2  %frame: 8 byte = 7 byte data + 1 byte parity (Internet Checksum) 

        for j=1:(floor(length(data)/56)) % divide per 7byte data(= 56 bits) 

            for i=0:(floor(length(data)/8))-1 

                data_framed(i+1,:)=data(8*i+1:8*(i+1)); 

            end 

        end 

end 

Task 3 
Link simulator with adjustable additive noise. It can be achieved by bit-wisely adding a noisy bit 

sequence to the transmitted bits binary data. For a given bit error probability p, the noisy bit 

sequence can be created by 

(1) generating a white noise sequence n(i) uniformly distributed in [0,1], then 

(2) converting n(i) into noisy bit sequence using e(i) = 1, if n(i)<p, otherwise e(i)=0. 

Matlab code (noise.m): 

function 

[data_framed,data_transmitted,data_received]=dattrans(original_data,error_probability,frame_ty

pe) 
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data_framed=frame(original_data,frame_type); %frame the data into packages before being 

transmitted 

  

data_transmitted=datpad(data_framed,frame_type); 

  

%noise generation: based on number of data transmitted and error probability 

[tt,yy]=size(data_transmitted); 

noise_=rand(tt,yy); 

noise_bits=noise_<error_probability; 

[r,c]=size(noise_bits); 

  

%data received = data transmitted XOR noise 

for i=1:r 

    for j=1:c   %horizontal XOR 

        data_received(i,j)=bitxor(data_transmitted(i,j),noise_bits(i,j)); 

    end 

end 

Task 4 
Develop error detection algorithms (one-dimensional parity check, two-dimensional parity check, and 

internet checksum) at the receiving nodes. In the report, you should provide an example for each 

algorithm to show that your algorithms are correctly realised. 

Matlab code (noise.m): 

function message=err_check(data_received,check_type); 

  

%check the validity of transmitted data 

switch(check_type) 

    case 0 

        [o,p]=size(data_received); 

        for t=1:o           %check per row 

            if(mod(sum(data_received(t,:)),2)==0)   %even check 

                row_check(t)=0; 

            else 

                row_check(t)=1; 

            end 

        end 

         

        if (sum(row_check)==0) 

            message='The transmitted data is valid'; 

        else 

            message='The transmitted data is corrupted'; 

        end 

         

    case 1 

        [x,z]=size(data_received); 

        %row check 

        for a=1:x 

            if(mod(sum(data_received(a,:)),2)==0) 

                row_check(a)=0; 

            else 

                row_check(a)=1; 

            end 

        end 

        %column check 

        for i=1:z 

            if(mod(sum(data_received(:,i)),2)==0) 

                col_check(i)=0; 

            else 

                col_check(i)=1; 

            end 

        end 

         

        if (sum(row_check+col_check)==0) 

            message='The transmitted data is valid'; 

        else 

            message='The transmitted data is corrupted'; 

        end 

         

    case 2 
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        [a,b]=size(data_received); 

        sum_par=0;  %init sum of par_byte per byte 

        for j=1:a/8 

            temp=bitadd(data_received(8*(j-1)+1,:),data_received(8*(j-1)+2,:)); %setting the 

sum of the 1st 2 rows 

            for i=1:6   %there are 6 times additions every 8 bytes apart from temp 

                temp=bitadd(temp,data_received(8*(j-1)+2+i,:)); 

            end 

            par_byte(j,:)=bitxor(temp,ones(1,8)); 

            sum_par=sum_par+sum(par_byte(j,:)); 

        end 

        if (sum_par==0) 

            message='The transmitted data is valid'; 

        else 

            message='The transmitted data is corrupted'; 

        end 

         

    case 3 

        [r,c]=size(data_received); 

         

        in=input('Please enter the same CRC polynomial(max 8 bit):\n'); 

        str=num2str(in); 

        n=length(str); 

        for i=1:n   %converts string into vector 

            pol(i)=str2num(str(i)); 

        end 

         

        divisor=pol; 

         

        for i=1:r 

            checksum(i,:)=divider(data_received(i,:),divisor); 

        end 

        if(sum(sum(checksum))==0) 

            message='The transmitted data is valid'; 

        else 

            message='The transmitted data is corrupted'; 

        end 

         

end 

 

Examples of each algorithm are provided in the Appendix along with the linking code simtrans.m. 

Experiment 4 
For experiment 4, when error-checking algorithm is used, the BER will be calculated by comparing 

the number of undetected errors per 100,000 times of data transmission by different error 

probabilities. In order to have a fair judgement, the data generated for each algorithm is 56 bits. The 

program used to evaluate each task is simber.m and can be seen in the Appendix. 

Task 1 
Build Matlab programs to simulate the cases where bit error probability p is 0.1, 0.01 and 0.001 

respectively and no error detection and re-transmission mechanism are used. Compare the received 

data with source data and calculate the bit error rate (BER); 

The program used to simulate the cases is  nothing.m and ber.m which can be seen in Appendix.  

The results for each case can be seen in table 4 below 

 P=0.1 P=0.01 P=0.001 

BER 0.1 0.01 0.001 

Table 4 BER values for a data transmission without error detection 
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Task 2 
Build Matlab programs to simulate the cases where bit error probability p is 0.1, 0.01 and 0.001 

respectively, assuming one-dimensional parity check is performed, and if the error is detected, we 

assume the error could be corrected. Compare the received data with source data and calculate the 

BER; 

The simulation is performed by typing the command simber(56,bit error probability, 

0). ‘56’ here denotes  bits to be generated every transmission and ‘0’ denotes that one-

dimensional parity check is chosen. Table 5 shows the results. 

 P=0.1 P=0.01 P=0.001 

BER 0.0993 0.0499 0.001 

Table 5 BER values for a data transmission without error detection 

Task 3 
Build Matlab programs to simulate the cases where bit error probability p is 0.1, 0.01 and 0.001 

respectively, assuming 8 byte-based two-dimensional parity check is performed, and if the error is 

detected, we assume the error could be corrected. Compare the received data with source data and 

calculate the BER; 

The simulation is performed by typing the command simber(56,bit error probability, 

1). ‘56’ here denotes  bits to be generated every transmission and ‘1’ denotes that two-

dimensional parity check is chosen. Table 6 shows the results. 

 P=0.1 P=0.01 P=0.001 

BER 0.0881 0.0313 0 

Table 6 BER values for a data transmission without error detection 

Task 4 
Build Matlab programs to simulate the cases where bit error probability p is 0.1, 0.01 and 0.001 

respectively, assuming 8 byte-based Internet checksum is performed, and if the error is detected, we 

assume the error could be corrected. Compare the received data with source data and calculate the 

BER; 

The simulation is performed by typing the command simber(56,bit error probability, 

2). ‘56’ here denotes  bits to be generated every transmission and ‘2’ denotes that internet 

checksum is chosen. Table 7 shows the results. 

 P=0.1 P=0.01 P=0.001 

BER 0.0996 0.0102 9.72e-3 

Table 7 BER values for a data transmission without error detection 

Task 5 
Build Matlab programs to simulate the cases where bit error probability p is 0.1, 0.01 and 0.001 

respectively, assuming 8 byte-based CRC is performed, and if the error is detected, we assume the 

error could be corrected. Compare the received data with source data and calculate the BER. This 

program may also refer to Matlab Simulink on Communications Blockset for a check. 
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The simulation is performed by typing the command simber(56,bit error probability, 

3). ‘56’ here denotes  bits to be generated every transmission and ‘3’ denotes that CRC is chosen. 

The simulation uses 1101 as CRC polynomial denoting        . 

The division of the binary data is performed by Matlab code divider.m and the CRC code is generated 

by Matlab code crcgen.m. These codes can be seen in Appendix. Table 8 shows the results. 

 P=0.1 P=0.01 P=0.001 

BER 0.0796 0.0102 9.98e-4 

Table 8 BER values for a data transmission without error detection 

Task 6 
Compare the results obtained above in tasks 1,2,3,4, and 5, and give comments. 

The result of the experiment using 100,000 times of data transmission can be shown graphically in 

figure 5  below. 

 

Figure 5 The BER comparison between different error-checking algorithms 

Analysis: From this experiment we can infer that CRC is the best in the most hostile environment, i.e. 

with bit error probability of 0.1. As the error probability becomes less, obviously the BER is getting 

smaller closed to zero. One of the reasons is because CRC is able to detect burst errors. With this 

ability, the BER can be reduced greatly since the corrupted data can be detected and therefore 

corrected. 

The second best is the internet checksum. Its performance is fairly comparable to CRC especially for 

bit error probability of 0.01. 
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As for two-dimensional parity check, we can see that it Is better than one-dimensional parity check. 

This is also due to the fact that it can detect error burst.  

The least reliable one is one-dimensional parity check since it cannot detect burst errors. In this case, 

it has the highest BER. It happens mainly because it cannot detect burst errors, therefore there are 

so many faulty data undetected. However, this method is the easiest method of all. 

Conclusion 
In this experiment the performance of different kinds of network web servers and error-detection 

algorithms are analyzed. Among 3 different ways of capacity expansion, a cluster of 3 servers using 

first-available system is proven to be the best. Apart from that, the latter part of the experiments 

also analyzes error-detection algorithms which is later on found that CRC (Cyclic Redundancy Check) 

is the most reliable algorithm among the rest with the lowest BER.  

Reference List 
Haiping Du, ECTE 955 Embedded Internet Project Laboratory Notes, University of Wollongong, 2011 
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Appendix 

Matlab Codes 

simtrans.m 
function simtrans(numberOfBits,errorProbability,check_type) 

  
%check minimum data taken into calculation 
switch(check_type) 
    case 0  %VRC 
        if(numberOfBits<7) 
            error('Data > 7 bits for this type!'); 
        end 
    case 1  %LRC 
        if(numberOfBits<49) 
            error('Data > 49 bits for this type!');             
        end 
    case 2  %Internet Checksum 
        if(numberOfBits<56) 
            error('Data > 56 bits for this type!'); 
        end 
end 

             
data=bits(numberOfBits);  %generate a sequence of data going to be 

transmitted 

  
[data_framed,data_transmitted,data_received]=dattrans(data,errorProbability

,check_type);    %the whole transmission process 

  
message=err_check(data_received,check_type);    %to check the validity of 

the message received 

  
%display the data and validity of the message received 
data, data_framed,data_transmitted,data_received 
disp('================================='); 
disp(message); 
disp('================================='); 

 

bitadd.m 
function y=bitadd(a,b) 

  
%this function implements bitwise addition of 2 bytes 

  
c=0;    %init bit carry 
for i=8:-1:1 
    temp=a(i)+b(i)+c; 
    if(temp==3) 
        c=1; 
        y(i)=1; 
    elseif(temp==2) 
        c=1; 
        y(i)=0; 
    else 
        c=0; 
        y(i)=temp; 
    end 
end 
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divider.m 
function remainder=divider(dividend,divisor) 

  
v=length(dividend); 
s=length(divisor); 

  
dvd=dividend(1:s); 
for i=1:(v-(s-1)) 
    if (dvd(1)==0)  %when dividend starts with 0 
        dvs=zeros(1,s); 
    else 
        dvs=divisor; 
    end 
    temp=bitxor(dvd,dvs); 
    if(i==v-(s-1))  %calculation done 
        break; 
    else 
        dvd=[temp(2:s) dividend(s+i)]; 
    end 
end 
remainder=temp(2:s); 

crcgen.m 
function crccode=crcgen(message,crcpol) 

  
%acquire the binary representation of the desired CRC polynomial 
in=crcpol; 
str=num2str(in);    l 
n=length(str); 
for i=1:n   %converts string into vector 
    pol(i)=str2num(str(i)); 
end 

  
p=length(pol); 
dividend=[message zeros(1,(p-1))];  %padding message with zero 
divisor=pol; 
crccode=divider(dividend,divisor); 

 

ber.m 
function BER=ber(transmitted_data,received_data) 

  

[r,c]=size(transmitted_data); 
err_bit=bitxor(transmitted_data,received_data); 
BER=sum(sum(err_bit))/(r*c); 

simber.m 
function simber(numberOfBits,error_probability, type, numberOfTimes) 

  

err=0; 
for i=1:numberOfTimes 
    

[data_transmitted,data_received]=simtrans(numberOfBits,error_probability,ty

pe); 
    message=err_check(data_received,type);      
    err_bit=bitxor(data_transmitted,data_received); 
    numberOfError=sum(sum(err_bit)); 
    if((strcmp(message,'The transmitted data is 

valid'))&&(numberOfError~=0)) 
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        err=err+1; 
    end 
end 
ber_=err/numberOfTimes; 
fprintf('BER is: %d\n',ber_); 

 

err_check.m 
function message=err_check(data_received,check_type); 

  
%check the validity of transmitted data 
switch(check_type) 
    case 0 
        [o,p]=size(data_received); 
        for t=1:o           %check per row 
            if(mod(sum(data_received(t,:)),2)==0)   %even check 
                row_check(t)=0; 
            else 
                row_check(t)=1; 
            end 
        end 

         
        if (sum(row_check)==0) 
            message='The transmitted data is valid'; 
        else 
            message='The transmitted data is corrupted'; 
        end 

         

    case 1 
        [x,z]=size(data_received); 
        %row check 
        for a=1:x 
            if(mod(sum(data_received(a,:)),2)==0) 
                row_check(a)=0; 
            else 
                row_check(a)=1; 
            end 
        end 
        %column check 
        for i=1:z 
            if(mod(sum(data_received(:,i)),2)==0) 
                col_check(i)=0; 
            else 
                col_check(i)=1; 
            end 
        end 

         
        if (sum(row_check+col_check)==0) 
            message='The transmitted data is valid'; 
        else 
            message='The transmitted data is corrupted'; 
        end 

         
    case 2 
        [a,b]=size(data_received); 
        sum_par=0;  %init sum of par_byte per byte 
        for j=1:a/8 
            temp=bitadd(data_received(8*(j-1)+1,:),data_received(8*(j-

1)+2,:)); %setting the sum of the 1st 2 rows 
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            for i=1:6   %there are 6 times additions every 8 bytes apart 

from temp 
                temp=bitadd(temp,data_received(8*(j-1)+2+i,:)); 
            end 
            par_byte(j,:)=bitxor(temp,ones(1,8)); 
            sum_par=sum_par+sum(par_byte(j,:)); 
        end 
        if (sum_par==0) 
            message='The transmitted data is valid'; 
        else 
            message='The transmitted data is corrupted'; 
        end 

         

    case 3 
        [r,c]=size(data_received); 

         
        in='1001' 
%         in=input('Please enter the same CRC polynomial(max 8 bit):\n'); 
        str=num2str(in); 
        n=length(str); 
        for i=1:n   %converts string into vector 
            pol(i)=str2num(str(i)); 
        end 

         
        divisor=pol; 

         
        for i=1:r 
            checksum(i,:)=divider(data_received(i,:),divisor); 
        end 
        if(sum(sum(checksum))==0) 
            message='The transmitted data is valid'; 
        else 
            message='The transmitted data is corrupted'; 
        end 

         
end 

nothing.m 
function 

[data_transmitted,data_received]=nothing(numberOfBits,error_probability) 

  
data=bits(numberOfBits); 
data_transmitted=data;  %no algorithm used 

  
[tt,yy]=size(data); 
noise_=rand(tt,yy); 
noise_bits=noise_<error_probability; 
[r,c]=size(noise_bits); 

  
%data received = data transmitted XOR noise 
for i=1:r 
    for j=1:c   %horizontal XOR 
        data_received(i,j)=bitxor(data_transmitted(i,j),noise_bits(i,j)); 
    end 
end 
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Simulation Examples 

Corrupted Data Transmission Simulation 

VRC: 

 

 

LRC: 
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Internet Checksum: 

 

 

CRC: 
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Valid Data Transmission Simulation 

VRC: 

 

 

LRC: 
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Internet Checksum: 

 

 

CRC: 
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